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SUMMARY: ... The economic power of the North and West is not much in dispute; the issue is how to control that power as its impacts spill outside the purely commercial domain. ... As illustrations, I offer first the North's insensitivity to culture when it works across borders to eliminate political corruption. ... I. Political Corruption and World-Wide Health Care: the Cultural and Trans-border Impacts of Multinationals Implicate Third-Generation Human Rights

*865* The economic power of the North and West is not much in dispute; the issue is how to control that power as its impacts spill outside the purely commercial domain. I am proposing a lesson in manipulation of multinationals and, in this connection, make two claims. First, the North (including the West) abuses the South at least in part because the North focuses on individual success, measured in the transnational commercial arena by wealth maximization for North-based multinationals. Second, the discourse of human rights, and in particular of third-generation human rights, n1 is a useful tool to change the North's behavior: it counteracts individual wealth maximization by emphasizing indigenous cultures and, generally, trans-border effects.

As illustrations, I offer first the North's insensitivity to culture when it works across borders to eliminate political corruption. Second, I offer the North's insensitivity to trans-border effects when it focuses on national, intellectual property laws in the face of a health care crisis with world-wide implications. In each case, multinationals, either directly or through their home-base national governments, use their power to pursue their own individual, short-term ends without considering the impact on the more vulnerable.

I. Political Corruption and World-Wide Health Care: the Cultural and Trans-border Impacts of Multinationals Implicate Third-Generation Human Rights

Corruption, in the form of bribery, is the first location where I [*866*] explore the impact of the North's economic power. Because corruption provides an unfair advantage to some members of society by tapping into a government official's rent seeking, it is an impediment to democracy. For this reason it is inconsistent with the first generation of human rights, that is, civil and political rights. n2 These rights include the right to vote, n3 but corruption side-steps participation in democratic government since corrupt officials respond to their own private self-interest, and not to the needs of voters. Thus, corruption has a first-generation flavor, although typically such a right is "negative." n4 A state protects first-generation rights by resisting from interfering, for example, by not imposing a poll tax. In contrast, the state must act affirmatively, instead of merely ceasing destructive state actions, to eliminate corruption. n5
The right to health care, the second location I use to explore the economic power of the North, can be viewed as a second-generation right. Not only does it fit under the social-economic rubric, but also, as is typical of second-generation rights, the state must act affirmatively to protect the citizen's right to health care.

Both of these concerns - protection from political corruption (with its first-generation flavor) and access to adequate health care (with its second-generation characteristics) - also implicate third-generation solidarity rights, which focus on the good of the group. Both are intensely trans-border and culturally sensitive. Political corruption compromises the collective right to self-determination both politically and culturally. Corruption evades transparent delegation of power from the voters because of secret deals that effectively disenfranchise those voters. Culturally, an external determination of what is corrupt side-steps local norms. With respect to health care, the right to a standard of living that protects adequate health is closely allied to the right to development, which is both collective and, in this increasingly tight-knit world, is increasingly susceptible to trans-border impacts.

It is because third-generation rights draw attention to the collective and the trans-border that I propose them as a corrective for Northern power. The hard, cultural reality about the North - its celebration of individualism - demands minimal governmental interference. Thus, instinctively, the North embraces first-generation rights with their "freedom-from" sensibility; to force the North's attention onto the third-generation of rights is to impose a new perspective.

II. How the North Exercises Its Power

That the North enjoys a surplus of economic power relative to the South is clear. If private entities' sales are compared to nations' gross domestic product (GDP), fifty-one of the one hundred largest economies in 1999 were multinationals, all of which were based in North America, Japan, or Europe. General Motors, the largest company in the world that year, was the twenty-third largest economy by this measure, and Wal-Mart was the twenty-fifth. These companies' sales were greater than the GDP of Poland, of Norway, and of the fourth most populous nation in the world, Indonesia.

Importantly, not only does the North have power, but it exercises it according to its own particular perspective. This perspective includes a law and economics-style understanding of Adam Smith: the North celebrates the individual - a reality that provides the backdrop for the multinationals' predilection for the first-generation rights. According to neoclassical economics, individuals ultimately benefit society by pursuing and bargaining for their own preferences; at the risk of anthropomorphizing, in the international commercial context the smallest relevant unit - the individual for these purposes - is the multinational.

This essay examines the multinationals' use of power by analyzing their interaction with international corruption and health care. I use these illustrations to explore the multinationals' behavior when their rush to wealth maximization confronts cultural or trans-border impacts.

A. Corruption

Consider, for example, political corruption. By the mid-1990s, the executive branch of the United States acknowledged that, by criminalizing the corruption of foreign officials, the United States had disadvantaged U.S. multinationals compared to other North-based businesses. Basically, the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act prevented U.S.-based multinationals from bribing foreign officials; in contrast, other countries such as Germany not only did not punish the multinationals for paying such bribes, but actually allowed the bribes as a tax-deductible expense. The domestic laws of the United States were imposing a competitive disadvantage on the U.S. multinationals.

Unable to repeal the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act because no member of Congress could appear to support corruption, the United States attacked the problem from the supply side. Given that U.S. multinationals were prohibited from bribing, the United States sought to modify the international marketplace to ensure that no Northern multinational - even if based outside the United States - could bribe a foreign official. The United States was interested because U.S. multinationals would no longer be at a competitive disadvantage if non-U.S. companies were similarly subject to anti-bribery strictures. Other Northern countries were interested because prohibiting all bribes reduces costs for all Northern multinationals. In 1997, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), whose member nations mostly are developed, joined with five other nations to adopt an anti-bribery convention ("OECD Anti-Bribery Convention").

In this way, the United States and its Northern allies changed the environment with respect to political corruption. The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention
intentionally has trans-border effects since the topic is bribery of foreign officials; however, it does not consider the [*870] host country's cultural realities. To take an example close to home, on April 19, 2001 Italy's highest court handed down a very important decision asserting that influence-peddling in Italy is not a crime. n24 A governmental official can receive compensation to recommend someone for a job, provided that the official truly has influence and truly can be effective. n25 To put this example in context, remember that if a behavior is wholly within the norms there is no real reason to hide it; thus, there should be relative transparency. n26 If there is transparency, the distortions generally attendant to corruption should be absent. n27 Thus, if influence-peddling is an Italian norm, there is no economic reason to criminalize it as corrupt. n28

Imagine a multinational operating in Italy, but based in another country that adheres to the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. Further, imagine that an Italian governmental official asks the company's agent to recommend the official's nephew or niece for a job with the multinational. The Italian official in this example is making exactly the same kind of request that the official typically receives; we thus could argue that the official is acting wholly within the local, host- [*871] country norms. However, because the official is demanding instead of providing an exercise of influence, the official is technically requesting a bribe. The multinational, by acceding to the request and hiring the official's recommendee is paying a bribe. Thus, the multinational will almost certainly violate its home-country penal laws mandated by the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention n29 if the multinational grants the official's petition. n30

Italy's letter of recommendation scheme has been embedded in Italian culture for thousands of years: apparently Cicero, a very early Italian, was particularly adept at writing such letters. The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention's rigidity in the face of local customs supports the accusation that this convention represents cultural colonialism. n31 This is not an example that pits Italian national sovereignty against the international regime of the OECD. Rather, this is an example of the North's at best thoughtless, or at worst ruthless, pursuit of wealth maximization. With the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, the North supported the trans-border effects of the individual multinational's wealth-maximizing efforts without taking into account the host country's cultural reality.

B. Health Care and AIDS

Consider another illustration of Northern power exercised by the smallest relevant unit - the "individual" in this trans-border context. Here, instead of acknowledging trans-border effects while ignoring [*872] local impact, the Northern multinationals focus on rights that are national in origin while ignoring their trans-border effects.

In March 2001, a conflict erupted between the Northern pharmaceutical companies and the South over AIDS drugs. n32 The specific point of contention was a South African law that encouraged the use of generic drugs in that country. n33 The Northern pharmaceutical companies, with the full support of Northern nations including the United States, strove to protect their own individual intellectual property rights in South Africa. n34 This concerted effort against the South African government was in the face of an international epidemic where effective treatment must necessarily cut across national borders.

The fight took place on a territory defined by the World Trade Organization's (WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, n35 generally referred to as the "TRIPS Agreement." n36 That agreement was included in the Uruguay Round agreements in 1994 n37 on the strong insistence of developed countries in general and the United States in particular. n38 Because TRIPS allows [*873] a WTO member-nation to abrogate intellectual property rights in a few, very narrow circumstances relating to national interest, n39 the agreement configures intellectual-property protection as a nation-by-nation exercise. The relevant playing field, as we will see, is thus balkanized, and the result pits the multinationals' individual rights to intellectual property against the health needs of an afflicted nation's population.

The TRIPS Agreement's defenders respond that, absent impermeable protection of intellectual property rights, the pharmaceutical companies may well make less effort to innovate. n40 AIDS activists challenge this assertion by arguing that even aside from TRIPS, national laws in developed countries provide substantial intellectual-property protection. n41 These activists also point out that many significant innovations have been funded by governments, including the United States, and not by private industry. n42

To focus on the recent lawsuit that the Northern pharmaceutical companies brought and then dropped against South Africa, n43 it is reasonable for South Africa specifically to protect itself. Consider that a quarter of a million South Africans have already died of AIDS, n44 and one in nine South Africans - 4.7 million South Africans, out of a population of about 42 million - are infected with HIV. n45 To put these numbers further in context, South Africa represents approximately eighteen percent of the 25 million
people in sub-Saharan Africa infected with HIV or ill with AIDS.

In order to protect the afflicted, it is not enough to say that South Africa is a developing country for purposes of TRIPS and, thus, has another five years before it is fully under the TRIPS regime; n46 it is not enough to say that because South Africa has granted only seven patents for AIDS drugs, n47 South Africa has the legal right under TRIPS to import many types of generics from another developing country such as India, n48 and would even have the right to manufacture AIDS drugs at this time; it is not enough to say that South Africa could impose on the Northern pharmaceutical companies a compulsory license for South Africa. n49 It is not enough because the WTO/TRIPS-influenced discourse simply keeps returning to a discussion of nation-members of the WTO, when in reality AIDS is a major trans-border health crisis. n50 Worldwide, this crisis has claimed over 16 million lives, and there are 33 million more lives now waiting to be claimed. n51 Organizations and bureaucracies must develop processes whereby maximizing profits cedes to the preservation of human lives.

The only way to treat the worldwide AIDS epidemic is to deliver educational and medical services as effectively as possible throughout the world. For example, if pharmaceutical companies offer some antiretroviral drugs to South Africa at very low prices, that is not a solution. Admittedly, to offer a drug cocktail to a developing country for $ 500 per year is optically better than charging the $ 10,000 demanded in the United States; however, it is functionally no better in an economy where neither the government nor the population can afford $ 500. n52 We are dealing with a state where the annual per capita income is $ 2,336 n53 and the per capita GDP is $ 2,500. n54 Neither the South African government nor its population can afford to spend 20% of the per capita GDP or 21% of the per capita income on AIDS drugs. n55

Second, even assuming that South Africa could afford the drugs, the country also needs an effective distribution infrastructure. n56 Otherwise, at best, those in need would still not be helped, and, at worst, a new, resistant strain of the virus would evolve because of incomplete compliance with the protocol. n57 These resistant strains know no borders. Thus, the only way to treat AIDS effectively is to treat HIV-infected people wherever they are located. This requires both an adequate supply of, and effective distribution mechanisms for the drugs. n58

[*876] The World Health Organization (WHO) is prodding the WTO in that direction, n59 but the issue is broader. The goal of the WHO is to shift the Northern perspective from one that focuses solely on wealth-maximization for the smallest relevant unit, to one that appreciates trans-border effects and specific cultural contexts. n60

III. Third-Generation Rights Articulate Encouragement for the Multinationals’ Evolution

A. Change Is Hard

In urging a third-generation perspective on the multinationals, we seek to change the multinationals' inherent assumption that, by birthright, they should maximize their own individual wealth. We have to recognize that change is hard, especially change that runs counter to perceived self-interest. Psychology confirms that it will be much harder to convince the multinationals to change their assumed right to maximize wealth if they perceive the change as giving up an advantage rather than as gaining a benefit. n61

Of course, whatever change is proposed to the multinationals, pressure will still need to be brought to bear. That is, however, a separate conversation concerning norm formation, a subject that is treated elsewhere. n62 For now, the critical concept is that a discourse other than wealth-maximization, a discourse that presents change as a gain for the multinationals, could facilitate the process of change. For example, the multinationals would more willingly modify their behavior if they learn that their customers, wherever they are located, view respect for culture positively. n63

Similarly, if the multinationals appreciate that customers in their most profitable markets would applaud corporate efforts to treat AIDS in the developing world, these companies will more likely embrace the importance of trans-border effects. Some customers may support the trans-border initiatives for truly generous reasons; others may support the initiatives out of fear that drug-resistant strains will cross borders and further affect the developed world. Whatever the reasons, the multinationals could reap positive public relations in their most profitable markets by recognizing cross-border consequences.

B. Third-Generation Rights

What discourse will help sensitize those multinationals from the highly individualistic, wealth-maximizing North to the importance of culture and of trans-border effects? The language of human rights is wonderfully well-suited to the purpose because it emphasizes the importance of cultural differences
(with a universalist undergirding) and it assumes trans-border effects.

To return to the illustrations used above, it is evident that corruption is incompatible with the right to self-determination, but the multinationals have sought to eliminate political corruption only in a culturally callous, economically self-interested way. n64 Similarly, inadequate health care is incompatible with the right to development, but the multinationals have impeded trans-border efforts to treat [*878] and prevent AIDS. n65

The vocabulary of third-generation rights, specifically of the right to self-determination and to development, encourages discussion of both the cultural and trans-border aspects of the multinationals' behavior. With these concepts in high relief, it is easier to apply pressure. For example, although the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention ostensibly is compatible with the right to self-determination, it is inherently inconsistent to speak of self-determination for residents of a host country whose norms are flouted (as in the case of Italy in the example set out above). At the very least, the use of the self-determination vocabulary from human rights reveals, cleanly and simply, the multinationals' hypocrisy. It emphasizes the public relations debacle that thwarted the multinational pharmaceutical enterprises. To avoid this risk of negative repercussions from developing-country workers, and especially from developed-country customers, is a gain for the multinationals. Thus, the human rights discourse articulates the advantage to the multinationals of considering cultural implications instead of considering only the multinationals' individual, short-term wealth-maximization.

Similarly, a call for the human right to development underscores the multinationals' grasping self-interest as they wield TRIPS in order to demand a nation-by-nation response to the AIDS pandemic. This strategy turned world-wide public sentiment against the pharmaceutical companies so forcefully that they were compelled to withdraw their case opposing South Africa's use of generic drugs. n66 Because the language of third-generation rights to development thus expresses the wrong clearly, it necessarily explains how the multinationals can avoid embarrassment by actively supporting, instead of impeding, cross-border efforts to counter AIDS. In this way, the rights offer the multinationals an opportunity for gain.

Once the multinationals have internalized that they derive an advantage from complying with human rights, it will be easier for them to make a change. n67 This language of human rights can incite more than an ad hoc reformation in a particular circumstance, such as the elimination of political corruption or the treatment of AIDS. It is powerful language because, in the process of adopting the vocabulary of third-generation human rights, the multinationals also acknowledge the very concept of the collective that is inherent in those [*879] third-generation rights. n68 In turn, this concept fundamentally changes the multinationals' point of perspective: collective rights to self-determination or to development are foreign to the social construct that champions individual wealth-maximization.

Admittedly, it is too silly and anthropomorphic to claim that the mere repetition of words inevitably will create a "fraternite" between the multinationals and, for example, the ailing South Africans. n69 There is room for some optimism, however. The repeated use of a concept with approval from the group that the multinationals are seeking to impress may ultimately have a normative impact. n70

IV. Conclusion

The North's economic power is evident in its multinationals, and these multinationals exercise their power according to their expectation that they should maximize their own wealth. From this perspective, cultural differences and trans-border effects are secondary to the multinationals' own wealth maximization.

As a practical matter, this combination imposes Northern definitions of corruption throughout the world for the benefit of developed-country multinationals, no matter the local cultural reality. This combination also purports to justify favoring multinational profits by treating issues of human health on the same nation-by-nation basis that is at the heart of the WTO, no matter that the human health crisis is aggressively trans-border.

Thus, the North's focus on the preferences of the "individual," that is, on the benefit to the smallest relevant unit, trumps culture as well as trans-border effects. The language of third-generation human rights is the tool that, by emphasizing indigenous cultures and trans-border effects, can fundamentally revise the North's point of perspective from individual to collective, and thus modify the way the North uses its power. The human rights discourse has this impact by simplifying the task of framing the following concept: multinationals benefit themselves when they respect other cultures, recognize trans-border effects, and otherwise reach beyond short-term wealth- [*880] maximization. I am proposing that the South embrace for the immediate future this manipulative, even subversive approach.
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